SUGGESTED EVALUATION RUBRIC

Theater Rubric for a Fairytale Script Writing Assignment



Students are asked to develop dramatic dialogue from a fairytale told in prose. They read the tale at least three times, improvise action and then write dialogue for the characters. They should already have read scripts and ideally seen plays performed, had an introduction to the concept of literary genre, and be able to distinguish prose from drama. They should be familiar with the following vocabulary: script, dialogue, line, actor, playwright, stage directions, character, setting, and plot. This task would be appropriately introduced by a unit on script writing and/or a unit on folktales.




Level 
CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
DIALOGUE
FLOW
CAST
PLOT
4
Dialogue reveals the characters' personalities
Dialogue is sustained throughout the script in a varied and colorful manner
Dialogue reflects a clear "beginning, middle, end" structure
Dialogue includes all the characters mentioned in the stimulus story
Dialogue follows the plot of the stimulus story, enriching the sequence with variety and detail;
3
Dialogue reveals character traits
Dialogue is sustained throughout the script
Dialogue reflects a clear "beginning, middle, end" structure
Dialogue includes all the characters mentioned in the stimulus story
Dialogue follows the plot of the stimulus story
2
Dialogue occasionally reveals the character traits
Dialogue is interspersed with prose
Dialogue reflects a "beginning, middle, end" structure"
Dialogue includes some of the characters mentioned in the stimulus story
Dialogue attempts to follows the plot of the stimulus story
1
Dialogue rarely reveals character traits
Narration (rather than dialogue) communicates the plot
Dialogue does not reflects a clear "beginning, middle, end" structure
Response includes some of the characters mentioned in the story
Response shows significant gaps in comprehension of the plot of the stimulus story`
0
Off task
No dialogue - stimulus story retold in prose
Response too minimal to determine student's performance
No dialogue - only one character speaks
Off task

There are many things you may wish to consider. Below are a few more ideas for developing your own scales for evaluation.

4
3
2
1
Motivation for characters’ action
Was motivated in all actions.
Was motivated in most actions.
Was motivated in some actions.
It was hard to tell what the motivation was.
Involvement
Student is totally involved in activity and has obviously rehearsed.
Student seems pretty involved in activity but might have needed a couple more rehearsals.
Student is somewhat involved in activity, but it is clear that rehearsal was lacking.
Student does not seem at all involved in activity.
Working with Others
Almost always listens to, shares with, and supports the efforts of others. Tries to keep people working well together.
Usually listens to, shares, with, and supports the efforts of others. Does not cause "waves" in the group.
Often listens to, shares with, and supports the efforts of others, but sometimes is not a good team member.
Rarely listens to, shares with, and supports the efforts of others. Often is not a good team player.
Quality of Work
Provides work of the highest quality.
Provides high quality work.
Provides work that occasionally needs to be checked/redone by other group members to ensure quality.
Provides work that usually needs to be checked/redone by others to ensure quality.
Focus on the task
Consistently stays focused on the task and what needs to be done. Very self-directed.
Focuses on the task and what needs to be done most of the time. Other group members can count on this person.
Focuses on the task and what needs to be done some of the time. Other group members must sometimes nag, prod, and remind to keep this person on-task.
Rarely focuses on the task and what needs to be done. Lets others do the work.
Voice
Written exactly as the character would have spoken. Is easily understood by the audience.
Written almost always as the character would have spoken. Is understood by the audience.
Written somewhat how the character would have spoken. Is a little confusing to he audience.
Written not at all like the character would have spoken. Very confusing to the audience.
Knows the Story
Writer knows the story well and includes much detail in spoken words by characters.
Writer knows the story fairly well and includes some details in spoken words by characters.
Writer seems somewhat confused in the story line. Words spoken by characters are not related to story.
Writer is very confused about the story line and characters speak lines not at all related to the story.
Required Elements
Many characters are included and the storyline is accurate in your telling.
Some characters are used and the storyline is accurate in your telling.
A couple of characters are used and storyline is somewhat confused in your telling.
Incorrect characters are used and storyline is very confusing.
Listens to Other Presentations
Listens intently. Does not make distracting noises or movements.
Listens intently but has one distracting noise or movement.
Sometimes does not appear to be listening but is not distracting.
Sometimes does not appear to be listening and has distracting noises or movements.
Acting and Dialogue
Uses consistent voices, facial expressions to make characters believable. The student has transformed into the character.
Sometimes uses voices and facial expressions to make characters believable. The student is recognized as the character.
Tries to use voices and facial expressions to make characters believable. The student shows some character traits.
Just tells the story without voice or expressions. The student is not the character.


